Abstract-This paper presents two mobile location management algorithms for ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) networks based on the PNNI (private network-to-network interface) standard. The first solution is called the mobile PNNI scheme because it builds on the PNNI routing protocol. It uses limitedscope (characterized by a parameter S) reachability updates, forwarding pointers, and a route optimization procedure. The second solution is called the LR (location registers) scheme because it introduces location registers (such as the cellular home and visitor location registers) into the PNNI standards-based hierarchical networks. This scheme uses a hierarchical arrangement of location registers with the hierarchy limited to a certain level S.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
OBILITY management algorithms enable networks to support mobile users, allowing them to move, while simultaneously offering them incoming calls, data packets, and/or other services. In connection-oriented networks, mobility management consists of location management (tracking mobiles and locating them prior to establishing an incoming call), and handoff management (rerouting connections, on which the mobile user was communicating while moving, with minimal loss of user data). Since asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks are connection-oriented, both of these aspects of mobility management need to be studied to support mobile users in ATM networks. This paper addresses the location management problem in ATM networks. The two aspects of this problem, mobile tracking and mobile locating, are also referred to as MOVE and FIND operations, respectively, in [1] and [2] . Mobile tracking is the procedure by which the network elements update information about the location of the mobile. Mobile location is the procedure by which the network finds the location of the mobile while delivering incoming calls, data packets, or other services. The information acquired during the tracking phase is used in the locating phase.
Since both ATM networks and cellular telephony networks are connection-oriented, the IS-41 and GSM MAP (mobility application part) standards [3] , [4] offer a natural starting point for the design of location management algorithms in ATM networks. On the other hand, the PNNI (private networkto-network interface) protocol standard defined by the ATM Forum [5] is also a candidate starting point for an ATM location management algorithm. Using these two starting points, we propose two algorithms for location management in PNNI standards-based ATM networks. In the first algorithm, we add features to the PNNI protocol to enable it to handle mobile users. We refer to this solution as the mobile PNNI scheme. At a high level, this scheme is based on mobile IP [6] , [7] , as will be explained later. In the second algorithm, we introduce location registers of the type used in cellular telephony networks into the PNNI standards-based ATM networks. These location registers are databases that track mobile locations and respond to location queries. This solution is referred to as the LR (location registers) scheme. Thus, our two solutions, the mobile PNNI scheme and the LR scheme, can be viewed as representing the "mobile computing" and "cellular telephony" approaches, respectively.
We briefly review prior work on location management in Section II. Next, we describe the proposed mobile PNNI scheme and the proposed LR scheme for location management in PNNI standards-based ATM networks in Section III. A comparative analysis of these two schemes is included in Section IV. Our conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. PRIOR WORK
Prior work on location management includes the cellular IS-41 MAP (mobility application part) standard [3] and several improvements proposed in [1] , [8] - [12] . The cellular IS-41 scheme consists of using a two-level hierarchy of location registers called home location registers (HLR's) and visitor location registers (VLR's) to track mobile locations using registration notification (REGNOT) messages. An HLR is assigned to a mobile based on its permanent address, while a VLR, which is typically collocated with a mobile switching center (MSC), is assigned based on the current location of the mobile. Incoming calls to mobiles are delivered after executing a mobile location phase, wherein the call-originating switch generates a mobile location request (LOCREQ) to the HLR of the mobile which, in turn, generates another query to the VLR/MSC. Among the improvements proposed to this scheme are the extremes of the "flat" scheme [9] and the "hierarchical" 0733-8716/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE scheme [10] - [12] . The former proposes using a single-level hierarchy of location registers, while the latter proposes building a rooted tree of location registers. In the flat scheme, upon receiving a LOCREQ, the HLR assigns a temporary address based on the VLR/MSC at which the called mobile is located rather than require an additional message exchange from the HLR to the VLR/MSC to obtain a temporary address assignment. The mobile's permanent address is tunneled in the call setup message, while the temporary address is used to route the connection from the call-originating switch to the mobile's current switch. The hierarchical scheme uses a hierarchy of location registers to localize both mobile tracking and mobile locating messages. A registration is propagated up the hierarchy until it reaches a location register beyond which there is no change of information regarding the mobile's location. The call setup message (or an explicit location query) is sent up the hierarchy until it reaches a location register that knows the location of the mobile, from which point the hierarchy is traced in the downward direction to reach (or determine) the exact switch where the mobile is located.
The flat scheme results in lower computation costs, but incurs larger communication costs than the cellular scheme, while the hierarchical scheme achieves the opposite (lower communication costs, but higher computation costs). By building a rooted tree of location registers, the need for home location registers is eliminated, thus removing the need for "long-distance" signaling messages. On the other hand, to determine the location of a mobile, the location query needs to be stopped and processed at a much larger number of location registers (on the average). This increases the computation costs of the network. In contrast, the flat scheme increases the overall signaling load (communication costs) on the network since registrations and location queries need to be sent "long distance" to the HLR's of mobiles, but it also decreases the computation costs since processing is needed only at one node for both registrations and location queries. The flat scheme also results in a lower mobile location delay due to the onehop location query processing which, in turn, leads to a lower overall call setup delay. Other improved schemes, such as the forwarding scheme of [1] and the anchor scheme of [8] , are in between these two extreme schemes in terms of computation and communication costs.
In contrast, the location registers (LR) scheme proposed in this paper for wireless ATM networks is a hybrid scheme whose parameters can be set to default to one of the two improved schemes, i.e., the flat scheme or the hierarchical scheme. It essentially uses a hierarchy of location registers, but limits the hierarchy by lopping off the tree at some level , beyond which it resorts to the flat scheme approach of updating/consulting a home location register. It also uses the concept of tunneling the mobile's permanent address in the call setup message, as was proposed for the flat scheme. Such a hybrid scheme allows a network provider to implement one of the two extremes or some in-between scheme by selecting according to computation and communication costs. The novelty of the LR scheme lies in this concept of lopping off the tree at level , which allows for the simultaneous minimization of both communication and computation costs.
Other related work on location management includes mobile IP [6] , [7] with caching and route optimization extensions [13] . Our proposed mobile PNNI scheme is similar to mobile IP in that registrations and triangular routing are used, but with the difference that, since ATM networks are connection-oriented, the principle of routing to the home and forwarding from the home to the mobile's current location is applied on "calls" rather than on "packets." Other differences stem from the fact that the mobile IP scheme does not integrate mobility into routing protocols, such as OSPF (open shortest path first), BGP (border gateway protocol), etc. On the other hand, in our proposed mobile PNNI scheme, the PNNI routing protocol is used to send limited reachability updates for mobiles to a neighborhood of switches, allowing for calls originating in this neighborhood to be routed directly to the mobiles. Thus, the novelty of the mobile PNNI scheme is that: 1) it defines how the location management aspects of tracking and locating are integrated into ATM signaling and routing protocols, 2) it proposes the use of limited reachability updates in the PNNI routing protocol to create a "neighborhood" around the mobile that knows the exact location of the mobile so that calls originating in this neighborhood are routed directly on the shortest paths without triangular routing through the home, and 3) it includes a route optimization scheme for rerouting connections in ATM networks while maintaining cell sequence (a factor that does not need consideration in route optimization associated with mobile IP).
III. PROPOSED LOCATION MANAGEMENT ALGORITHMS FOR MOBILE ATM NETWORKS
In this section, we propose two location management schemes for wireless ATM networks. In the ATM Forum, PNNI standards [5] have evolved to define hierarchical networks that are subdivided into peer groups. We propose both location management schemes for ATM networks based on the PNNI standards.
The first approach simply enhances the PNNI protocol to handle mobile users, and is referred to as the mobile PNNI scheme. The PNNI routing protocol is used to convey reachability information about endpoints to ATM switches. This is exploited to accommodate mobile endpoints. The "scope" parameter (set to some number ) available in PNNI routing protocol messages is used to limit the region of nodes which receive reachability updates as mobiles move. There is no explicit mobile location phase prior to connection setup. Instead, connections are set up to mobiles according to the reachability information at the switches. Switches within the region defined by (relative to the position of each mobile) have the correct reachability information for mobiles. Calls originating from such switches will be routed on "shortest paths." However, calls originating at switches outside the region defined by will be routed toward the home switch of the mobile, and subsequently forwarded to the current location of the mobile. This implies the need for a procedure to set and/or update forwarding pointers at the home switch of the mobile, and creates the need for a procedure to optimize the route of calls set up on circuitous routes. These enhancements are proposed to the PNNI protocol to enable it to support mobile endpoints.
The second approach, the LR (location registers) scheme, isolates the effect of mobility from the PNNI routing protocol. The cellular concept of using location registers to handle mobile users is introduced into PNNI-based ATM networks. Location registers (databases) are placed within the peer group structure of these ATM networks. However, instead of directly adopting the IS-41-based location management scheme, we use a combination of the two improved schemes reviewed in Section II. In this approach, location registers track the location of mobiles, and respond to location queries generated prior to connection setup. Thus, unlike the mobile PNNI scheme, the LR scheme uses an explicit mobile location phase prior to connection setup.
A. Mobile PNNI Scheme
We first give a brief overview of the PNNI routing protocol in Section III-A1 to show how fixed endpoints are supported in networks based on the PNNI standards. Next, we describe our proposal for supporting mobile endpoints in such networks. In Section III-A2, we describe the architectural addition needed to support mobile endpoints. In Section III-A3, we describe the mobile tracking procedure. Section III-A4 describes how incoming calls to mobiles are routed in networks using this location management scheme. Finally, route optimization is briefly addressed in Section III-A5.
1) Overview of the PNNI Routing Protocol (Support of Fixed Endpoints):
PNNI standards-based ATM networks are arranged in hierarchical peer groups as shown in Fig. 1 . At the lowest level ( ), ATM switches are shown connected in arbitrary topologies. A PGL (peer group leader) is elected in each peer group. This node represents the peer group at the next higher level peer group. In this role, it is termed the LGN (logical group node) representing its lower level peer group. Nodes within a peer group exchange detailed PTSP's (PNNI topology state packets), and hence have complete information of the peer group topology and loading conditions. A PGL summarizes topology/loading information received in its peer group, and generates PTSP's in its role as LGN to members of the higher level peer group. Each member of the higher level peer group receiving this summarized information will send information to members of its child peer group (downward flow). This exchange of topology and loading information constitutes the PNNI routing protocol [5] . Using this mechanism, each node in the network has the complete topology/loading information of its lowest level peer group, and also the topology/loading information of its ancestor peer groups. This information is used to determine routes of connections when a call arrives.
As part of the PTSP's, reachability information is propagated among nodes to indicate where endpoints are located. Endpoint addressing in the ATM Forum standards is based on the NSAP (network service access point) addressing format [14] . All three forms of NSAP addressing support hierarchical addressing, where the prefix of the address indicates the peer group in which the endpoint is located. A switch will have exact reachability information for endpoints within its levelpeer group, indicating the switch at which each such endpoint is located. However, for endpoints in other level-peer groups, the switch will only know the higher level peer group through which the endpoints can be reached. PTSP's carrying reachability updates also propagate up and down the hierarchy, as explained earlier for the PTSP's carrying the topology and loading information. Reachability information advertised by a node has a scope associated with it. The scope denotes a level in the PNNI hierarchy, and represents the highest level at which this address can be advertised or summarized [5] .
As an example of a PNNI-based network, consider the network shown in Fig. 1 . The numbering scheme used for the nodes reflects the peer group structure. Node A.1.4 belongs to peer group A.1 at level 2, and to peer group A at level 1. Node A.1.4 is the peer group leader of peer group A. 1 LGN B since they maintain the topology, loading conditions, and reachability data for all of their ancestor peer groups.
2) Architecture to Support Mobile Endpoints: Mobile endpoints can be supported in the PNNI hierarchical architecture in the following manner. Mobiles are located at base stations, which are assumed to be organized as in cellular networks, with multiple base stations connected to each switch as shown in Fig. 2 . Zone-change registrations are used to limit air interface registration traffic, where a "zone" consists of all of the base stations under a single switch. When a call setup arrives at a switch, it pages all of its base stations to determine the exact base station on which it is located. General configurations, allowing base stations to be connected to multiple switches, and/or with different definitions of zones, are possible. We have not considered these configurations in this paper for simplicity reasons. The configuration shown in Fig. 2 ties in with the architecture of Fig. 1 at the lowest level. In other words, some of the switches in Fig. 1 are connected to a set of base stations as shown in Fig. 2 . These base stations offer wireless access to mobile endpoints.
3) Mobile Tracking: When a mobile powers on or changes locations, the mobile tracking procedure uses a combination of setting forwarding pointers at the home and old (in case of a move) locations of the mobile by sending registration messages, and sending limited reachability updates (with a scope ) using the PNNI routing protocol to override the default summarized reachability information, which indicates that the mobile is at its home.
Setting of forwarding pointers (sending registrations): Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the actions involved in setting forwarding pointers. In two of the three cases shown in Fig. 3 , forwarding pointers have to be set at the home in order to route calls generated by nodes outside the neighborhood (defined by scope ). In the third case, when the mobile does not change neighborhoods during a move, the forwarding pointer data in the home switch are accurate even after the move, and hence no registration is sent to the home. Forwarding pointers have to be set at the old location in the case of a move for the following reason. The forwarding pointer is needed to handle calls that the home switch may have forwarded to the old location before it receives the registration message updating its forwarding pointer with the new location of the mobile. Also, calls originated within the old neighborhood will be directed to the old location until the old location issues a reachability update to cancel the limited reachability update override issued earlier for the mobile. Such calls will need to be forwarded from the old location to the new location of the mobile.
As examples, consider the mobile B.1.1.5 located under a base station connected to its home B.1.1 as shown in Fig. 4 . Let , which means that the neighborhood of a mobile is the set of switches in its level-peer group, as shown in Fig. 4 . If the mobile moves to a base station under switch B.1.2 (case of Fig. 3 in which the new location is in the neighborhood of the old location), then a registration message will be sent from B.1.2 to B.1.1 (as shown in Fig. 4 ). Further, if it moves to B.3.1, two registrations are sent to set forwarding pointers at the home and old locations (B.1.1 and B.1.2, respectively) of the mobile (case of Fig. 3 in which the new location is outside the neighborhood of the old location).
Reachability updates: After setting forwarding pointers, the feature of "sending triggered updates of topology information for significant change events" in the PNNI routing protocol is used to generate reachability updates to override default summarized reachability information. Before describing how reachability updates propagate, we define three terms: ancestors-are-siblings level, scope, and the neighborhood of a node. The ancestors-are-siblings level of nodes and is the level at which the ancestors of the two nodes and belong to the same peer group. The scope is used to set the stopping point for reachability information propagation. If scope is , reachability data sent by a node do not propagate to any node for which . The neighborhood of a node is defined to include all nodes such that . As an example, consider the PNNI-based network shown in Fig. 1 . The ancestors-are-siblings level of nodes A.1.1 and A.2.2 is 2. If the scope , the neighborhood of node A.1.1 includes all nodes in peer group A, but excludes all nodes in peer group B.
Reachability updates are propagated according to the rules shown in Fig. 5 . If a mobile powers on within its home neighborhood ( ), reachability data need to be changed at only a few nodes (the exact set of nodes updated is indicated in Fig. 5 ). However, if it powers on outside this neighborhood, the whole new neighborhood receives a reachability update about the mobile overriding its default summarized reachability, which indicates that the mobile is at its home. The same rules apply for reachability updates sent when a mobile powers off. As mobiles move, if the new location is within the neighborhood of the old location, reachability updates are sent up only to a subset of nodes whose reachability data change as a result of the move (the exact set of nodes is defined in Fig. 5 ). On the other hand, if the mobile moves outside its current neighborhood, the entire new neighborhood needs to receive a reachability data update that overrides the default summarized reachability data about the mobile. In addition, the old neighborhood is also updated to cancel the limited reachability update that overrode the default summarized reachability data. In effect, this resets reachability information about the mobile to indicate that the mobile is at its home location. Using this approach, all nodes within a mobile's neighborhood know its exact location, while nodes outside its neighborhood believe that the mobile is at its home location. The reason for this arrangement is to allow calls originating from a switch within a mobile's neighborhood to be routed directly to the mobile (without having to be routed to the home switch first). The forwarding pointer at the home switch allows for calls originating at nodes outside the neighborhood to be routed to the home location as per reachability data in these nodes, and then forwarded to the mobile's current location based on the forwarding pointer. The scope parameter allows the network provider to use a large neighborhood by setting to a low value (which will lead to a large number of reachability updates, but will result in more calls being routed directly) or vice versa for a small neighborhood.
As an example, consider the PNNI-based network of Fig. 1 , and assume that the scope is 2. If a mobile A.1.1.5 powers on at A.1.2 (i.e., within its home neighborhood), the reachability update overriding the default reachability data only propagates to nodes in peer group A.1. No PTSP is sent from A.1 to A.2 since there is no change of reachability data stored in A.2 nodes regarding mobile A.1.1.5. If, instead, it powers on at a base station connected to node B.1.1 (i.e., outside its home neighborhood), reachability updates will be propagated through peer group B.1, and then upward (i.e., PTSP's carrying reachability updates are sent from B.1 to all nodes of peer group B), and finally, downward from LGN's other than B.1 in peer group B to their child peer groups. Since , no reachability updates are sent to nodes in peer group A, which all believe that the mobile is at its home A.1.1.
Details regarding how registration messages are transported are twofold. First, each mobile maintains the identifiers of its old and home switches, allowing it to communicate this information when registering at a switch (power on, power off, or move). This information is used by the new switch to generate the registration message to the home or old switch. Second, we assume the availability of connectionless transport to send location management messages, such as registrations. One such transport mechanism is connectionless ATM (CL-ATM) proposed in [15] . Without this assumption, on-demand connections would need to be set up and released for the transport of every registration message, which creates a considerable processing and signaling overhead.
4) Connection Setup/Mobile Locating:
In the mobile PNNI approach, there is no explicit mobile location procedure prior to connection setup. Instead, connection setup proceeds with every switch "believing" its reachability information. Fig. 6 shows how incoming connections to mobiles get routed in the mobile PNNI scheme. The path taken depends on the locations of the calling party, and the home and visiting locations of the called mobile. If the calling party is in the mobile's neighborhood or the mobile is in its home neighborhood, the call is routed directly to the mobile. Otherwise, the call is routed to the home switch first since the switches outside the neighborhood of the mobile have default reachability information. In this scenario, the home switch forwards the call to the current location of the mobile. If the mobile has moved recently, the path may also depend on whether the call arrives after the reachability updates have propagated and forwarding pointers have been set, or whether the call arrives prior to the completion of reachability update propagation and/or the setting of forwarding pointers.
We illustrate some of the cases shown in Fig. 6 with examples. Consider that A.1.1.1 issues a call setup to the mobile B.3.1.4, currently located at B.1.2, as shown in Fig. 7 . If , then the called mobile is in its home neighborhood, and the calling party is outside the called mobile's neighborhood. Call setup proceeds through peer groups A.1 and A.2, and arrives at peer group B (at a node B.1.1, which is in peer group B) since the reachability information in the nodes of peer group A indicates that the mobile is in its home peer group (B). Once the call setup message arrives at peer group B, it is routed efficiently to B.1.2 since all nodes in the neighborhood (which includes all nodes in peer group B) have accurate reachability for mobile B.3.1.4. A second example illustrates the case when the calling party is outside the called mobile's neighborhood, the called mobile is in its home neighborhood, and the call arrives at a switch before it is updated with the correct reachability information about the mobile. Consider the situation in which the mobile B.3.1.4 has just moved from B.3.1 to B.1.2 and a call arrives at switch B.1.1 before B.1.1 is updated with reachability information for the mobile endpoint B.3.1.4. In this case, switch B.1.1 may choose 1 B.1.1, B.1.4, B.2, B.3 as the shortest path by which to reach peer group B.3 based on its current reachability information for mobile B.3.1.4 (which points toward B.3). The call is then routed 1 The first node receiving the call setup message in each peer group determines the route of the connection through that peer group. from the old location B.3.1 to B.1.2. Thus, the connection route will be inefficient, as shown in Fig. 7 (with the arrows indicating the connection route). As a third example, consider that , and that a call to mobile B.3.1.4 is generated by an endpoint attached to switch B.2.1. Since , the B.2 nodes are not updated about the move of the mobile B.3.1.4 from B.3.1 to B.1.2. This is an example of the case when the calling party is outside the called mobile's neighborhood and the called mobile is not in its home neighborhood. In this case, the connection will be routed to the home and then to the new location (from B.2.1 to B.3.1, back to B.2.1, and then to B.1.2).
For connections being forwarded from the old (or home) location of the mobile to its current location, the call setup message needs to "tunnel" the mobile's home address while using the mobile's current (temporary) address to perform connection routing [9] , [16] . In the second example described above (also shown in Fig. 7 ), when the connection is rerouted from B. message, i.e., B.3.1.4, to page for the mobile and complete connection setup. 5) Route Optimization: As shown in the examples of Section III-A4), connections may be inefficiently routed due to the lack of correct reachability information. This implies a need for route optimization. A similar need for route optimization exists in mobile IP networks [13] . However, unlike IP networks, ATM networks deliver cells in sequence.
The ATM route optimization procedures should maintain cell sequence. The route optimization is performed in two steps. First, a "switchover node" at which the connection is to be rerouted from the old path to the new path is found, and a new segment is set up from the route optimizationinitiating switch to the switchover node. Second, user data are switched over from the old path to the new path using "tail" signals and buffering to perform this action without loss of cell sequence. Details of the switchover node selection procedure are presented in a separate paper [17] . Comparisons of our proposed method for switchover node selection to other schemes, such as those proposed [18] , are described in [17] . Details of how tail signals and buffers are used to switch data from the old path to the new path are also described in [17] . Tail signals were originally proposed for improving routes of handed-off connections in [19] , [20] .
B. Location Registers Scheme
In this scheme, the PNNI routing protocol reachability information is disregarded for mobile endpoints. Instead, an explicit tracking and locating procedure is overlaid on a PNNI-based network using location registers. The LR scheme architecture, the mobile tracking procedure, and the mobile locating procedure are defined in the following subsections.
1) LR Scheme Architecture: Fig. 8 shows hierarchically organized location registers (LR's). The switches are represented by circles. Location registers only exist from level up to some level (as explained in Section II, we lop off the tree at level ). We make an assumption that each peer group is assumed to have one LR. This assumption can be relaxed, and multiple LR's may be located in each peer group. This is effectively equivalent to creating a sublayer under the lowest layer of switches, and applying the same concept of allocating one LR per peer group of this new sublayer.
Location register A.1.L (we use the .L extension to avoid confusing this node with the A.1 logical node shown in Fig. 1 for the mobile PNNI scheme) is assumed to track all mobiles attached to switches within peer group A.1 (i.e., mobiles located at base stations connected to switches A. The hierarchy of location registers helps localize mobile tracking and locating costs. However, if the hierarchy is carried to the topmost level ( ) as in the hierarchical scheme of [10] , the processing requirements could be high. If computation costs are more than communication costs, it is more expensive to stop and process REGNOT (registration notification) or LOCREQ (location request) at each LR in the hierarchy than to send one such request as a connectionless message to the home. Hence, we limit the hierarchy to level and resort to the flat scheme approach of updating and/or querying the home LR of the mobile (see Section II). However, if the home LR were to track the lowest level ( ) LR currently tracking the mobile as in the flat scheme, the long-distance signaling costs of updating or querying the home LR would be high. Hence, the home LR only tracks the th level LR for each mobile, and only receives location queries if none of the LR's up to level of the calling mobile's switch can respond to the query. The parameter allows the LR scheme to be flexibly implemented as a flat structure, or as a rooted hierarchical tree, or as a mixed structure combining these extremes.
2) Mobile Tracking: When a mobile powers on, the switch connected to its base station receives a power-on registration message. This switch sends a REGNOT registration notification to its LR at level . This, in turn, causes REGNOT's to be generated to the ancestor LR's upstream up to an LR at level . If the visiting switch is distinct from the home switch, the LR at level sends a REGNOT to notify the home LR of the mobile that the mobile is currently in its domain. REGNOT's are sent as connectionless packets using the ATM NSAP address of the mobile as the destination [15] . The home LR's of all mobiles visiting at switches other than their home switch track the th level LR of the mobile in its current location. Power-off registrations are handled in a similar manner as power-on, whereby LR's up to level are informed that a mobile powered off, and if the mobile was visiting (away from home), its home LR is also notified. Fig. 9 shows how location registers are updated in the LR scheme.
Next consider zone-change registrations, which are generated as mobiles move from a base station connected to one switch to a base station connected to another switch. The hierarchy of LR's is exploited to limit the propagation of registration information for such movements. On receiving the registration message, the new switch sends a REGNOT message to its level LR. This, in turn, propagates the REGNOT message upward to the LR which is a common ancestor of the LR corresponding to the old switch and the LR corresponding to the new switch, or up to level , whichever is lower in the hierarchy (higher in numerical value). A message is sent by the new switch to the old switch, informing the old switch about the movement of the mobile. The old switch then generates a REGCANC (registration cancellation), which is sent to its level LR. This, in turn is propagated upward, canceling the old information in the LR's. If the th level LR tracking the mobile changes due to the move, then the home LR of the mobile is updated. If the called mobile is not located at a base station within its domain, it generates a LOCREQ to its LR. Such requests are forwarded upward in the hierarchy of LR's. If an LR at some level has information (pointer to a child LR) regarding the location of the mobile, then it sends LOCREQ's downward toward the called mobile's current location. The location query will be resolved by the level-LR of the switch at which the called mobile is located, and the response will be sent directly to the calling party's switch.
If, however, none of the LR's, from the level-LR of the calling party's switch to the th level LR, knows the location of the called mobile as shown in Fig. 10 , the th level LR sends a LOCREQ to the home LR of the called mobile. It uses connectionless transport [15] to send this message. The called mobile's home switch will then forward this message to the home LR of the mobile. Since the home LR tracks the th level LR of its mobiles, it forward the LOCREQ to the th level LR tracking the mobile in its current location. This LR generates downward LOCREQ's according to the information it has about the called mobile. The LOCREQ will reach the level-LR of the called mobile's switch. The response is sent directly from this LR to the calling party's switch, as shown in Fig. 10 . The address tunneling concept of the flat scheme described in Section II is also used in the LR scheme.
As examples, we consider call originations from three endpoints, B.2.2.5, B.1.1.5, and A.2.2.5, all targeted at mobile A.1.2.3 (see Fig. 8 
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the two schemes described in Section III and compare their costs. We determine the tracking and locating costs for a mobile in each of these schemes using analytical models. The analysis also allows us to provide insights into the effects of different parameters on the performance of each scheme. In the mobile PNNI scheme, we do not account for the route optimization phase in this analysis. After addressing certain preliminaries in Section IV-A, Sections IV-B-IV-D describe how the average tracking cost per move, average search cost per call setup, and average total cost per move are computed, respectively. Numerical results are provided in Section IV-E.
A. Preliminaries
We first define the notation used in this analysis, and then describe a basic property of PNNI standards-based hierarchical networks that is repeatedly used in the analysis. Table I lists the symbols used in this analysis section, along with their definitions. Fig. 11 shows the notation used in this paper for numbering levels in a PNNI network.
1) Notation:
2) Property: For three nodes , and , the following relations hold between their ancestors-are-sibling levels (for the definition of the term "ancestors-are-sibling level," see Section III-A3):
Case I:
(1) Case II:
The proof of this property can be inferred from Fig. 12 . If the arrangement of nodes is shown in Case I of Fig. 12 , from which it is clear that . A similar argument extends for Case II. Also, note that since , we use these terms interchangeably.
B. Mobile Tracking Costs
The cost of tracking a mobile includes the costs incurred during power-up, move, and power-down procedures. We first characterize these costs, and then compute the average move cost.
1) Tracking Cost in the Mobile PNNI Scheme:
Since the tracking procedure in this scheme uses the PNNI routing protocol for sending reachability updates, we first quantify the cost of a reachability update (defined in Table I ). The cost of updating reachability data for a mobile using the PNNI routing protocol at all nodes whose ancestors-are-siblings at levels such that is given below:
Equation (3) can be explained as follows. We assume that the PTSP's flooded in a peer group are routed on an MST (minimum spanning tree). Although peer groups at the same level may have MST's of different lengths, we make a pessimistic assumption that all peer groups at a given level have MST's of the same length as the peer group with the longest MST. If the MST of a peer group at level is of length , then the cost of sending a PTSP with the updated reachability information within a peer group of level is . This explains the first term in (3) for the topmost level peer group witnessing this update ( ). The cost of updating all other peer groups from levels to the lowest level is the second term in (3).
The costs of individual tracking procedures in the mobile PNNI scheme are summarized in Table II . The cost of tracking a mobile in the mobile PNNI scheme includes the cost of updating reachability data for a mobile, and the cost of sending messages to the home (and old) locations of the mobile to set forwarding pointers. The cost of sending a message from node is assumed to be 1 if the recipient is within the neighborhood (as defined in Table I ). If the recipient is outside the neighborhood , the cost is , where . The cost of updating reachability information depends upon the relationship between the ancestors-are-siblings levels and the scope parameter (see Fig. 5 ). If a mobile powers on such that (where is the ancestors-are-siblings level as defined in Table I for the home and visiting nodes of the mobile), then reachability updates are sent to only to those nodes whose siblings are ancestors at the level or at Table II for this case, where is given by (3) . The cost of setting a forwarding pointer at the home location is assumed to be 1 since the home is in the neighborhood of the mobile (
). The cost of the second row in Table II can be similarly reasoned.
Move costs depend upon the relative distances between the old and new locations of the mobile, and the home and the new locations of the mobile (see Figs. 3 and 5) . Four cases are possible, as shown in Table II . Depending on the case, the reachability update cost depends upon one or more of the following:
and , where the subscripts , and represent the old, new, and home location of the mobile, respectively. For example, in case the reachability update has to be sent to the entire neighborhood around the new switch. Reachability cancellations around the old switch need only propagate up to level since other nodes within the neighborhood will continue storing the same reachability as before (pointing toward home for this mobile). Other cases can be similarly reasoned. Before generating these reachability updates, registrations are sent to set forwarding pointers as described in Section III-A3). The terms 1 and in the move costs shown in Table II represents the costs of these registrations, depending upon whether the registration has to be sent inside or outside the neighborhood of the new location. In cases when a mobile powers on/off at the home, it is not necessary to send an explicit registration message to home. We ignore this minor optimization in the analysis. The power-off costs are the same as power-on costs, as shown in Table II .
The average tracking cost per move in the mobile PNNI scheme ( ) is given by (4)
The first two terms account for the first two rows of the move cost in Table II . The third row of the move cost from , and the fourth term shows the case when . The latter requires a conditional probability since it involves all three terms , and . Expressions for the probabilities in (4) are derived in the Appendix.
2) Tracking Cost in the LR Scheme: Mobile tracking costs in the LR scheme are shown in Table III . Tracking in the LR scheme essentially requires updating pointers at LR's (see Fig. 9 ). The cost of updating pointers at LR's up to and including a level LR is given by as defined in Table I . The cost of updating/querying LR's in the path from the level-LR to the level-LR is given by where is defined in Table I (5)
The entries in Table III are explained as follows. When a mobile powers on/off, all LR's in the path up to level are updated, and a message is sent to the home LR. In cases when a mobile powers on/off at the home, it is not necessary to send an explicit registration message to the home LR. We ignore this minor optimization in the analysis. The message to the home is treated as a long-distance message of cost if the home LR is not in the neighborhood of the mobile.
Tracking cost during a move consists of the cost incurred to set up new pointers, delete old pointers, and send a message to the old switch, and/or to the LR of the home switch. When , pointers are updated at LR's up to level relative to the new location, and are deleted at LR's up to level relative to the old location. When , pointers are updated at LR's up to level relative to the new location, and are deleted at LR's up to level relative to the old location. The cost of updating the home LR is given by or 1, depending on . The average tracking cost per move in the LR scheme, is given below (6) The above equation can be readily explained from the move costs shown in Table III . We also refer to the cost as the "average move cost."
C. Mobile Search Costs
In this section, we define the average "search" cost incurred during call setup to a mobile. In the LR scheme, this is the cost of determining the mobile location since this scheme has an explicit location phase. This cost may be mobile location delay or the signaling load (in Mbits/s) incurred to send location queries and receive responses. On the other hand, the search cost for the mobile PNNI scheme is more difficult to define. If bandwidth is of concern, the overhead of the scheme can be characterized by the average extra bandwidth required for the connections that are routed inefficiently. We first define the search costs for these schemes, and then formulate the average search costs in these schemes.
1) Search Cost in the Mobile PNNI Scheme:
Given that there is no there is no explicit mobile location phase in the mobile PNNI scheme, we define the "search" cost in this scheme as the number of extra hops needed to route forwarded connections. In other words, for connections that are misrouted, the search cost in this scheme is (7) where is defined in Table I as the number of nodes on the route from node to node , and the subscripts , , and represent the calling party, home location of the called mobile, and visiting location of the called mobile, respectively. As described in Section III-A4), some of the calls originating at nodes outside the neighborhood of the current location of a called mobile will be routed inefficiently. In addition, some calls originating within this neighborhood may also be routed inefficiently if the call setup request arrives soon after the called mobile moved, and the reachability update has not propagated to all of the relevant nodes. For purposes of this analysis, we ignore this cost for two reasons. First, if the reachability update limiting level is high (numerical value is large), reachability updates will presumably propagate fast, allowing us to ignore this cost. On the other hand, if is low, the mobile tracking costs become significant, thus allowing us to ignore search costs while comparing the total costs of the two schemes. The search cost in the mobile PNNI scheme is listed as shown in (8) , at the bottom of the page.
The first case of (8) is justified because, when a mobile is in its home neighborhood, the entire network has the correct reachability information about the mobile, and hence no calls are misrouted. All of the nodes within the neighborhood of the mobile have correct reachability information due to the reachability updates propagated as part of the mobile PNNI scheme. The summarized reachability information in the nodes outside the neighborhood of the mobile (default information) indicates that the mobile is in its home neighborhood. In the second case of (8), since the calling party is located in the neighborhood of the called mobile, the call is not misrouted (see Fig. 6 ).
The last three cases shown in (8) represent the cases where the mobile PNNI scheme may incur a search cost by setting up a connection that later requires route optimization. Pessimistically, we treat all such calls as misrouted calls. First, we provide a method for estimating . The distance between nodes and is approximated as (9) where is the average (among all node pairs) length of the "shortest path" between nodes of a peer group at level . For the worst case performance, the maximum length of the "shortest path" can be taken. By this definition, the distance between nodes and depends on the value of their ancestors-are-siblings level . From the property described in (1) and (2), we know the relationship between the ancestors-are-siblings level of different nodes. When , the cost associated with misrouting, given by (7), is equal to since . Similarly, when , the cost associated with misrouting, given by (7), is equal to . This case is illustrated in Fig. 13 . It also demonstrates that this estimate of the cost is approximate because the border node in the peer group PG1 which receives the call setup may be closer to the home node than to the visiting node, making the exact number of extra hops in the misrouted connection different from . Finally, if , then the search cost is and [as per (2)].
The average search cost per call in the mobile PNNI scheme is given by (10) . Since the search cost is 0 for , the first ( th index) summation is from 1 to . The first and the second additive terms are due to the third and fourth cases of (8) . In the third case, . Hence, the thindependent of independent of (8) Fig. 13 . Distances between the calling party and the home and visiting locations of the called mobile.
index summation varies from to . The condition that is automatically satisfied since as per (1), and . Similarly, the fourth case of (8) requires only the probability distributions of and . In this case, should be varied from 1 to since . The last term of (10) originates from the second and fifth cases of (8) . In the previous two terms, since the value of is determined from the values of and , and these latter values were less than , the condition is always false. However, if , allowing to vary from , where , to . The second case of (8) shows that if , the search cost is 0. This implies that should only be varied from to as indicated in the last term in (10) . Expressions for the probabilities in (10) are derived in the Appendix (10) 2) Search Cost in the LR Scheme: In the LR scheme, since there is an explicit mobile location phase, the search cost is the cost of sending LOCREQ's (location requests) up and down the chain of LR's while locating a mobile. This search cost is given below: independent of (11) where is defined in (5). When the calling party is located in the neighborhood of the called party [case 1 of (11)], search cost consists of the cost of querying LR's from the level up to level , and then down from the LR at level to the level-LR of the called mobile's switch. These two costs correspond to the terms and , respectively. The cost of sending the final response directly from the level-LR to the calling party's switch, as shown in Fig. 10 , is 1 since the two ends of this response message are within the same neighborhood.
When the calling party is outside the neighborhood of the called party's current location [cases 2, 3, and 4 of (11)], the relative location of the home address of the mobile and its current location become relevant. If it is in its home neighborhood (case 2), then the search propagates up to the level-LR from the calling party (at a cost ), which then sends a message to the home LR of the mobile (at a cost since the home LR of the called mobile is outside the neighborhood of the calling party). The home LR sends a location request to the th level LR currently tracking the mobile at a cost of one unit (since both of these LR's are in the same neighborhood). This is followed by a set of location requests which follow the trace of the pointers from the LR at level to level (at a cost ). The final reply costs units since the LR at the visiting location of the mobile is outside the neighborhood of the calling party. Costs shown in cases 3 and 4 of (11) can be similarly reasoned.
The average search cost per call in the LR scheme ( ) is given by (12) . The first two terms correspond to the first two cases, and the fifth term corresponds to the third case of (11) . The third and the fourth terms represent the fourth case of (11): (12)
D. Average Total Costs
The total cost of a location management scheme depends on the move cost and the search cost of that scheme. In order to be able to estimate the average total cost, the rate of call arrival at a mobile and the rate at which the mobile moves between base stations are needed. The average move cost per unit time, average search cost per unit time, and the average total cost per unit time are given in (13) , where and represent the average move cost and average search cost per call, respectively:
Since we do not have exact numbers for and , but are interested in the impact of these parameters, we use the CMR (call-to-mobility ratio), denoted (defined as the number of calls arrivals per move) [1] , and quantify the dependence of the average total costs on the CMR. The average total cost per (14) where , and , , , and are given in (4), (6), (10), and (12), respectively.
E. Numerical Results
In this section, we quantitatively compare the mobile PNNI scheme described in Section III-A, and the LR scheme described in Section III-B. The measures of comparison include the average move cost per mobile (derived in Section IV-B), the average search cost per call (derived in Section IV-C), and the average total cost per move (derived in Section IV-D). This analysis also provides insights into the effect of key parameters of these algorithms, such as , the reachability update limiting scope, which is also the highest level of the hierarchy of location registers in the LR scheme, , the cost of "long-distance" signaling, and CMR (call-to-mobility ratio).
Input Data: Values of input parameters assumed for this numerical computation are shown in Table IV (see Table I for definitions of these parameters). We observe that the exact numerical results are dependent on the exact values chosen for these parameters. However, the trends observed are more or less independent of these values. Sensitivity of the comparative results to these input parameters has been studied, but not included in this paper due to space considerations.
1) Comparison of the Two Schemes:
Plots of (14), showing the variation of average total cost in the two schemes with CMR, are given in Fig. 14. This figure shows that the mobile PNNI scheme incurs a lower average total cost at high CMR's, while at low CMR's, the LR scheme performs better. These plots depend on the value of , which can potentially be different in the two schemes. For example, if the CMR is 0.02, the LR scheme, when operated with gives the lowest average total cost. But if CMR is 0.03, the mobile PNNI scheme should be chosen and operated with . We observe that the CMR at which the mobile PNNI scheme does better than the LR scheme is at 0.025 (we designate this the "breakpoint CMR").
A second level of comparison is to understand the behavior of the two schemes relative to increasing CMR and . Since is a parameter of the two algorithms, these results provide significant insight for the selection of this parameter. To study the effect of on the average total costs of the two schemes, consider the plots shown in Fig. 15 . The mobile PNNI plots demonstrate that at higher CMR's, a low value of should be selected, while at low CMR's, high values of should be chosen. This is illustrated in Fig. 16 . The opposite behavior is seen in the plots for the LR scheme.
In the mobile PNNI scheme, the move costs increases with a decrease in since reachability updates have to propagate to a wider area. Thus, if the CMR is low, a high value of should be chosen to limit the move costs. On the other hand, the search cost increases with an increase in since more calls are likely to be misrouted as the neighborhood containing the reachability information is small. For high CMR's, a low should be chosen to limit the search costs. Fig. 15(a) for the mobile PNNI scheme shows that the plot offers the lowest average total cost at very low CMR's (0-0.49), the plot becomes the best (minimum average total cost) solution for the next range of CMR's (0.49-2.55), the plot becomes the best for CMR's ranging from 2.55 to 6.13, and the trend continues.
A similar behavior is observed in the plots for the LR scheme, shown in Fig. 15(b) , with the exception that the trends are in the opposite direction. In other words, the LR scheme executed at lower values of tends to perform better at lower CMR's, and at higher values of , it tends to perform better at higher CMR's. The LR scheme plots in Fig. 15(b) show that for CMR's below 0.053, the choice is a better one, while for CMR's above this value, the choice is better (this point has been chosen to illustrate the trend, although it is higher that the breakpoint CMR). Unlike the mobile PNNI scheme, as CMR increases, larger values of should be chosen in the LR scheme.
Interestingly, in the LR scheme plots, for some values of there does not exist a range of values of CMR where operating with that value of gives the minimum average total cost. For example in Fig. 15(b) plots, and the plots incur higher costs at all values of CMR. This is explained by the effect of the parameter , an important parameter excluded from the above discussion. Next, we address the effect of this parameter.
2) Effect of Key Parameters and : a) Variation of average costs with changing for different values of :
The value of affects the average move cost in both schemes [see (4) and (6)], and the average search cost in the LR scheme [see (12) ], as seen in the plots shown in Fig. 17 . It does not effect the search cost in the mobile PNNI scheme [see (10) ]. For large values of , the move cost in both schemes is dominated by the cost of setting forwarding pointers (in the mobile PNNI scheme) or updating the home/old LR (in the LR scheme), and hence, becomes a more significant parameter (the average move plots corresponding to in both schemes have a steep slope). If , there are no updates to the home LR of a mobile as a user moves since the th level LR never changes (there being only one th level LR). Searches also do not require location queries to distant location registers since every location query will be resolved during the upward propagation of queries. Hence, in Fig. 17 , the plots corresponding to , for the LR scheme, are flat.
b) Variation of average costs with changing for different values of : From the plots in Fig. 17 , we can make observations about the effect of on the average costs in the two schemes at different values of (note that CMR is not involved in these plots since they show the average move and search costs, and not the average total costs). Instead of selecting specific values of and showing the variation of the average costs with respect to , we show that at different ranges of , the average move and search costs in the two schemes follow certain trends. These trends are shown for the two schemes in Figs. 18 and 19 (arrows pointing upward indicate an increase in cost). These results provide important information in helping us select values of for a given value of .
For the mobile PNNI scheme, Fig. 18 shows that at "low and medium values" of , the average move cost decreases with increasing . This is observed in Fig. 17 , which shows that up to , the average move cost incurred is consistently higher for lower values of . However, at high values of , Fig. 18 shows that the average move cost decreases up to a value, and then increases as increases. This is seen in the mobile PNNI average move plot of Fig. 17 where, for example, if , changing from to to causes the cost to first drop and then increase. The mobile PNNI search cost simply increases with irrespective of (seen from Fig. 17 and shown in Fig. 18 ).
For the mobile PNNI scheme at high values of , the move cost decreases with increase in up to a value , as shown in Fig. 18 , beyond which it increases. Since the mobile PNNI scheme search cost increases monotonically with increasing , to minimize the average total cost, for the mobile PNNI scheme, the values of should be chosen such that . Such a statement cannot be made if is in the low or medium ranges since the average move cost decreases with increasing , while the average search cost increases with increasing . The optimal value for is then determined by the value of CMR. For example, Fig. 15 showed the variation of the average total costs with varying CMR for different values of at an operating point where is in the medium range ( ). The LR costs show a slightly different trend. At "low" values of , the LR scheme experiences decreasing average move and search costs with increasing , at "high" values of , both costs increase with increasing , and at "medium" values of , both costs first decrease and then increase, as shown in Fig. 19 . This is seen in the LR scheme plots of The reason for such behavior is that, if is small, the LR scheme should be operated more like the "flat" scheme of Section II by choosing a large . In other words, all nodes know the home LR's of mobiles, and directly send registrations and location queries to the home LR's. At large values of , the LR scheme should be operated more like the "hierarchical" scheme of Section II, by making equal to 1 since the best result (lowest average total cost) is obtained at the smallest value of . For the medium range of (such as , for which we provided detailed plots in Fig. 15 ), the optimal value of depends upon the CMR. In this range, the average move cost decreases with increasing up to , and the search cost decreases up to a value of . The minimum value of average total cost is obtained for some value of that lies between and . For example, in Fig. 15(b) , and . In summary, there are three important parameters: , the reachability update limiting scope, which is also the highest level of hierarchy in the LR scheme, , the cost of "longdistance" signaling, and CMR (call-to-mobility ratio). As to which location management scheme incurs a lower average total cost, the mobile PNNI scheme or the LR scheme, depends on these three parameters. Typically, at low values of , operating the LR scheme at high values of leads to a lower average total cost than the PNNI scheme because, at high values of , while the mobile PNNI scheme does not incur a move cost, it does incur a search cost, while in the LR scheme, by virtue of being low, both move and search costs are small. On the other hand, if the cost of long-distance signaling is high, either the LR scheme or the mobile PNNI scheme could lead to minimal average total cost, provided the correct value of is selected. For the mobile PNNI scheme, this depends on the CMR expected, but in the LR scheme, one needs to select a low (preferably ). Finally, if is in the medium range (which we expect will be the range of operation), there will be a breakpoint CMR below which the LR scheme will perform better, and above which the PNNI mobile scheme will incur lower costs. A significant point to note is that, for a number of cases, for example, when mobiles are located close to their home locations (which we expect will be a high percentage), or if the calling party is close to the visiting location of the called mobile, the mobile PNNI scheme incurs a zero search cost. This leads to the mobile PNNI scheme performing better in most regions of operation expected in low-tier (i.e., slowly moving users) PCS applications.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented two mobile location management algorithms for ATM networks based on the PNNI (private network-to-network interface) standard. The first solution is called the mobile PNNI scheme because it builds on the PNNI routing protocol. It uses limited-scope (characterized by a parameter ) reachability updates, forwarding pointers (setting and clearing of these pointers occur at a cost ), and a route optimization procedure. The second solution is called the LR (location registers) scheme because it introduces location registers (such as the cellular home and visitor location registers) into the PNNI standards-based hierarchical networks. This scheme uses a hierarchical arrangement of location registers with the hierarchy limited to a certain level . It also requires the update of home and old location registers at a cost .
Analytical models were set up to compare the average move, search, and total costs per move of these two schemes for different values of the CMR (call-to-mobility ratio), and to provide guidelines for selecting the critical parameters of the algorithms. Results showed that at low CMR's (CMR 0.025), the LR scheme performs better than the mobile PNNI scheme. We also observed that the two schemes show a contrasting behavior in terms of the value to be used for the parameter to achieve the least average total cost. For the mobile PNNI scheme, the parameter should be high at low CMR's (within the range in which the mobile PNNI scheme should be used), and low at high CMR's. However, in the LR scheme, the parameter should be low at low CMR's (within the range in which the LR scheme should be used), and high for high CMR's. These observations are made for a region of operation in which , the cost of setting forwarding pointers, and updating distant LR's, is of medium value. If this cost is low, the LR scheme always outperforms the mobile PNNI scheme. For other ranges of , the scheme selected, and the at which the scheme is operated, depend on the CMR.
APPENDIX
In this section, we describe the probability distributions and the conditional probabilities used to compute the average costs in (4), (6) , (10) , and (12) .
We assume that the distribution of calls to a mobile follows a uniform distribution, i.e., it is equally probable for a mobile to receive a call originating at any switch. So the probability of a call originating from a switch for which depends on the number of nodes, for which and the total number of nodes in the network. Thus, the probability is given by (15) This distribution makes long-distance calls very highly probable. For example, for , . This, in effect, makes our cost estimates pessimistic. Since a call can originate from anywhere, the distribution of is the same as the distribution of . Next, we consider the distribution of . The choice of this distribution is based on the premise that a majority of the mobiles roam in and around their respective homes. We choose a distribution such that the probability of being located close to home is high. The distribution is such that the probability of being located at the home switch is , in the th level peer group of the home switch is , in the th peer group is , etc. Given that a mobile is located somewhere in the network, or
For , . This can be interpreted as 50% of users being in their home registration area. This is also somewhat pessimistic since the majority of the users are typically in and around their home location. Under this assumption, the distribution of is given by (17): (17) The probability distributions of and are assumed to be the same as the distribution of . In order to determine the probability distribution of , we assume that the base stations under a peer node of a peer group are arranged in a hexagonal fashion. We model each peer node as a macrocell in which all of the base stations under the peer node are arranged in a hexagonal fashion. The results from [21] are used to approximate . Base stations in a macrocell are arranged in layers, with the th layer base stations arranged around the th layer base stations. A macrocell of layers with all of its base stations arranged in a hexagonal fashion has base stations in it. The layers are numbered 0 through with layer ( ) having base stations in it [21] . For example, a three-layer macrocell consists of 19 cells, with layer 0, layer 1, and layer 2 having 1, 6, and 12 base stations, respectively. The probability that a mobile in an th layer base station moves to an th layer base station (i.e., out of the macrocell since a layermacrocell has layers numbered 0 to ) is given by (18) [21]:
Let be the number of base stations in a peer node of level .
is given by (19) , where is the number of base stations under a switch (peer group of level ):
The total number of base stations in a -level macrocell is also given by if we arrange the base stations in this macrocell as a hexagon of layers. Thus, (20) Solving (20) for its positive root, we obtain :
"Border" base stations are base stations that lie on the boundary of the macrocell (i.e., base stations from which a user can move to other registration areas). Let denote the number of border base stations in a level-peer group. Since there are layers in a level-peer node and the layers are numbered 0 to , the border base stations of a level-peer node are the base stations in level . Thus, there are border base stations for a levelpeer node, as shown in (22) (22) The probability of moving out of a level-peer group can be approximated as (23) Assuming that each level-peer node contributes equally to the border base stations of levelpeer node, the probability distribution of is obtained from and and is given in (24):
The conditional probability is given by (25):
The conditional probability is given by (26): (26) 
